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Introduction
1. Interest: Direct and Indirect carbon regulations impact Turkish
Industry and Banks
2. Turkish Banks: Turkish banks to provide services in the Turkish
carbon market
3. Question: which services can banks provide and under what
licenses?
Ø Hergüner report (2013): Existing situation clear, but several future
scenarios possible
Ø References to emission trading but no clarity on legal framework
applicable to banks
Ø What needs to be clarified?
October 26, 2015
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Objective & approach

Objective

Request clarification from Banking Regulation and
Supervision Agency (BDDK) on providing carbon market
services by banks
1. Roundtable on regulation / oversight of specific
services provided by banks

Approach

2. Formulate and draft request for clarification
3. Request clarification
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Agenda
Time Topic
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13:30
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Hülya Kurt

13:45

Introduction

Jan-Willem van de Ven

14:15

Direct and indirect carbon regulations Turkish
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15:00

Coffee break
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Direct and Indirect Carbon
Regulations for Turkish Industry
and Banks
(current and anticipated)

October 26, 2015

Carbon Market Relationships
•

Continued but lower demand from world voluntary carbon market
(2015-2020)
• Turkish exposure to EU ETS
- current exposure (2015- )
-

•
•

Turkish companies operating installations in Europe
future exposure (2020 - )

-

Turkish maritime and airline companies servicing Europe

-

Turkey joining the EU (“Acquis Communitaire”)

-

increased investments of Turkish Companies in Europe

Turkish Emission Trading Scheme (? 2020- )
Carbon Footprint reporting of companies listed on London Stock
Exchange (“LSE”) and potentially other exchanges (2013- )
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Where does Turkey stand

Source: NERA Economic Consulting
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Between 1990 and 2009
Turkey’s GHG emissions
have more than doubled
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Turkish Marginal Cost of Abatement
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Domestic Ambitions
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•

Increase share of renewables to 30% by 2023

•

Half of Turkey’s polluters to start monitoring and reporting GHG emissions by 2014

•

Transposition of EU Emission Trading Directive if Turkey accedes the EU or otherwise

•

Istanbul Financial Centre Strategy and Action Plan proposes Turkey as the regional
hub for carbon trading

Turkish Statement Doha December 2012:
“Turkey is preparing to build a domestic emissions trading
system that will be fully compatible with… …EU cap-and-trade
system…“
Zafer Ates, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Climate Negotiator
October 26, 2015

Turkey and Climate Negotiations

1992

2001

2009

2012

Turkey signed
the
convention on
Climate
Change

Turkey was
removed from
Annex II of
the
convention

Turkey ratified
accession to
the Kyoto
Protocol

Turkey has
no reduction
commitment

Turkey active as supplier of
credits in the Voluntary Market
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2015

2020

Turkey to
report INDC

Turkey
implement
reduction
commitment

Industry MRV
obligation

Domestic
ETS in
Turkey?

Chronology of Progress by Turkey
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Intended Nationally Determined
Contribution of Turkey
•

Contribution: - 21% GHG
emissions from BAU level by
2030 will enable Turkey

•

Turkey to use domestic
sources and receive
international support
(financial, technological,
technical and capacity building,
including finance from the
Green Climate Fund)

Policy tools to be implemented to the following sectors:
Ø Energy, Industry, Transport, Buildings and Urban Transformation,
Agriculture, Waste and Forestry
Please see details at:
www4.unfccc.int/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Turkey/1/The_INDC_of_TURKEY_v.15.19.30.pdf
*Intended Nationally Determined Contribution
Source: NERA Economic Consulting
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Source: NERA Economic Consulting

Implementation MRV Law in Turkey
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Timeline Implementation MRV Regulation

• approval of
monitoring
plans by
MoEU

4 years

12 Months
• first monitoring
year by
installations
• preparation
and verification
of emission
reports

4 Months
• first
reporting
• preparation
and
verification
of emission
reports

First Emission Data

April’ 16
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• preparation
and
verification of
monitoring
plans

6 Months

December’ 15

Start

6 Months

December’ 14

• preparation of MR+V
+A legislations
• establishment of
necessary systems
• capacity building and
training
• accreditation of
verifiers

June’ 14

January ‘14

April ’12
MRV Legislation
20 Months
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Implementation MRV Law: Early Figures
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Installation Category

Number of Installations

Total Estimated Emissions
(MtCO2)

A (<50,000)

326

6

B (50,000 to 500,000)

156

24

C (>500,000)

100

230

Total

582

260

Number of Installations
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Source: Ministry of Environment and Urbanization

Total Estimated Emissions

How big would Turkey be compared to
rest of Europe
Annual	
  EU	
  Member	
  State	
  CO 2	
  yearly	
  allowances	
  for	
  Phase	
  II	
  (in	
  million	
  tonnes)	
  
Selection	
  of	
  EU	
  Member	
  States	
  
and	
  Turkey	
  
Germany	
  

2005	
  verified	
  emissions	
  

2008-‐ 2012	
  Cap	
  allowed	
  

474	
  

453	
  

	
  

Estimated	
  250	
  

United	
  Kingdom	
  

242	
  

246	
  

Poland	
  

203	
  

209	
  

Italy	
  

223	
  

196	
  

Spain	
  

183	
  

152	
  

France	
  

131	
  

133	
  

Czech	
  Republic	
  

83	
  

87	
  

Netherlands	
  

80	
  

86	
  

Other	
  EU	
  Members	
  

501	
  

519	
  

Turkey*	
  

Total	
  

	
  

*	
  Own	
  estimation	
  based	
  on	
  calculations	
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Partnership for Market Readiness
(PMR)
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• World Bank programme with objective:
- platform for sharing experience, fostering new & innovative marketbased instruments for Carbon Trading
-

building market readiness capacity

Participant

Country Context

Primary Activities for PMR Support

South
Africa

• Reduce emissions by 34% by 2020 and 42% by 2025 below BAU on
condition of international financial and technical support.
• 2011 National Climate Change Response White Paper recognizes
mix of economic instruments (including carbon taxes & ETS) and
incentives.

• Analyze interaction between carbon tax and ETS.
• Study design aspects of ETS and new crediting
mechanisms.

Turkey

• Turkish Environmental Law recognizes
use of carbon market for climate action
• Studies underway to establish a carbon
market by 2015

• Implement robust, installationlevel MRV system
• Pilot market instrument; create
carbon exchange

• Reduce emissions by 20% by 2020 and by 50% by 2050.
• ETS is key part of the proposed Law on Energy Efficiency
Regulation.

• Support for market readiness analysis and capacity of
electric power and metallurgy sectors.
• Analysis, planning and implementation of aspects of
proposed ETS.

Ukraine
October 26, 2015

Voluntary Markets and Turkey
Profile
•

Turkey ratified Kyoto Protocol in 2009, but special status precludes
participation in CDM/JI

•

Leading supplier of Gold Standard voluntary carbon market credits

•

Hydro and wind projects dominate Turkish supply (~90%)

October 26, 2015
Kaynak: Markit ve APX Registry Erişim tarihi: (20/08/2015)
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Beginning of the story, not the end…
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•
•
•

Turkey has not really been a participant in the Kyoto Protocol
Stronger stance in climate negotiations in recent years
In negotiations, Turkey is increasingly associated with BRIC
countries. These countries are under particular pressure to commit
to emission reduction targets

•
•
•

Implementation of MRV regulation
First step to a possible domestic ETS or participation in EU ETS
Turkey submitted INDC for implementation in 2020
– no clarity on ETS implementation

•

How will Turkey balance energy security, industrial competitive
advantage and addressing climate change?

October 26, 2015
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Carbon Market Services for
Banks

Positioning Banks in Carbon Market
exploring opportunities in
CO2 market

managing exposure to
CO2 risk

CO2
offsets

CO2
emissions
carbon project
origination and
finance

center of
competence
trading and
brokerage

October 26, 2015
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international market participants:
- financial institutions;
- brokerage firms;
- carbon funds

Service 1: Carbon Project Origination
and Finance
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• Rationale: Carbon market offers opportunities to broaden client base.
Build expertise within project finance team to:
- Identify GHG emission reduction opportunities suitable for carbon
finance
-

Facilitate preparation and sale of the carbon asset

-

Provide financial support through project finance

• Commercial attractiveness:
- Carbon assets mitigate cash flow risk
-

Possibility to increase engagement in the renewable energy and
energy efficiency markets

• Risks: comparable to other project finance activities

October 26, 2015

Service 2: Center of Competence
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•

Rationale: Clients will become affected by emission reduction
legislation. Build internal capacity to assist clients in

•

Managing exposure: managing direct or indirect exposure to
legislation

•

Exploring opportunities: domestic and international carbon markets

•

Commercial attractiveness: attributed to side-effects of advising
clients

•

Risks: Limited
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Service 3: Trading
• Rationale: Liquid carbon market offers possibilities on buy-side and
sell-side:
-

Client trading

-

Proprietary trading

-

Brokering

• Commercial attractiveness: Margins
• Risks: Regulation on treatment of carbon assets in books; Limited if
transacted on behalf of clients.

October 26, 2015
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Service 4: Green Credit Cards
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•

Rationale: Turkish banks are experienced in offering credit cards. The
retail business is a key profit center of Turkish banks

•

Possibility to increase exposure to new, environmentally conscious
clients

•

Commercial attractiveness:
Comparable margins to the regular credit card business
-

•

Possibility to gain on synergies with in-house carbon trading
or origination activities, enabling higher margins

Risks: Customer readiness to pay a premium

October 26, 2015
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Regulatory Oversight of Banks

Bank regulation: Background
Carbon market services are essentially variations on existing
services provided by banks

Carbon market services
performed by banks

General banking services

Carbon project origination and
finance

Business financing and structuring of financial
operations

Emissions trading

Trading in commodities, derivatives or other
assets

Centre of competence

Advisory services regarding property
investments

Offering green credit cards
October 26, 2015

Affinity or charitable credit cards
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Bank regulation: Options for Turkey
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1. Banks appear already permitted to provide:
- carbon project origination and finance
-

green credit cards and

-

acting as centre of competence (with some exceptions)

2. Are there characteristics of these carbon market services that
warrant additional regulation or the requirement of additional
permissions?
3. Unclear whether banks can engage in emission trading. Need to
decide:
- Permitted to trade only in emission spots, only in derivatives, or in
both?
-

Permitted to trade only on own account or also on client account?

-

If banks may not engage in emission trading, are subsidiaries
permitted to do so?

October 26, 2015

Bank regulation: experience in other
jurisdictions
Jurisdiction

Regulation

EU

No specific regulation

China

Emissions trading prohibited; other services not
specifically regulated

Brazil

No specific regulation

California / US

No specific regulation

October 26, 2015
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Bank regulation: conclusions
Ø No tailored legislation on carbon market participation by banks
Ø Crucial to determine if banks can provide analogous services
Ø Importance of determining classification of emission reductions
Ø Approval sometimes needed to expand service to new area
Ø Jurisdictions have generally not sought to clarify whether approval
required for carbon market services
Ø Informal dialogue between banks and regulators can help to clarify
objectives and misunderstandings

October 26, 2015
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Bank regulation: considerations
Potential of conflict of interests between banks’ carbon
market activities and clients’ interests?
Ø Availability of mechanisms to prevent/mitigate their
effects

October 26, 2015
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Bank regulation: procedural options
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1. Formal guidance:
Ø Whether existing licenses permit provision of carbon market
services;
Ø Where is approval from regulators required
Ø Need for additional regulation
2. No formal guidance – liaise with banks individually or as a group
3. Tailored legislation/amendments to existing legislation
Ø Creating carbon market services as distinct services (new
licenses); or
Ø Clarifying that carbon market services fall within existing categories

October 26, 2015

Bank regulation: procedural
considerations
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1. Existing experiences with banks providing new categories of
services
Ø What form of guidance provided?
Ø Was it successful in providing clarity?
2. Applicability of EU regulations on financial markets applicable to
Turkey
Ø Included under National Programmes for the Adoption of the Acquis
(NPAA) or the Turkey-Europe Association Agreements?
Ø In the event that those rules are applicable to Turkey, is this in the
future likely to require that Turkey includes emission allowances
within financial markets regulation?
October 26, 2015

Decision tree – regulating emission
trading by banks

October 26, 2015
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4.

October 26, 2015

Classification of Emission
Allowances
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Carbon Market Regulation: Background

36

Ø Carbon markets share many features with other markets
and regulation can be integrated with those markets

Ø Classification of emission allowances is crucial factor in
determining whether banks can engage in emission
trading (and potentially other services)

October 26, 2015

Carbon Market Regulation: Experience
in other jurisdictions

EU

Derivative
allowances

Spot allowances

Financial
instruments

Financial
instruments
Tailored
regulatory regime

China

No derivatives
permitted

(subject to rules
of emission
exchanges)

Brazil

Financial
instruments

Not clear

California
(USA)

Financial
instruments

Intangible
commodities

October 26, 2015
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Ø Choices are closely related to
existing regulatory
frameworks and reform
processes
Ø Little controversy on
classification of derivatives
as financial instruments
Ø Various regulatory
approaches possible for
spots
Ø Application of financial market
rules to carbon markets is
unlikely to create significant
burdens for banks

Carbon Market Regulation: Options for
Turkey

38

1. Classify emission allowance spots under energy
products (Electricity Markets Law) but classify emission
allowance derivatives as derivatives (Capital Markets
Law)
2. Classify both as financial instruments (Capital Markets
Law) – in line with EU Directive on markets in financial
instruments Directive (MiFID2)
3. Adopt tailored legislation governing trading of either
emission allowance spots only, or also emission
allowance derivatives.
October 26, 2015

Carbon Market Regulation:
Considerations
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1. Consequences for banks of each option?
Ø Significant additional burdens for banks seeking to
engage in emission trading?
Ø Are there synergies of each with banks’ existing
regulatory compliance actions?
2. EU regulations on financial markets applicable to
Turkey
Ø Included under National Programmes for the Adoption of
the Acquis (NPAA) / Turkey-Europe Association
Agreements?
Ø Requirement that Turkey includes emission allowances
within financial markets regulation?
October 26, 2015

Pros and cons of regulatory
approaches to spot allowances
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Regulatory Regime

Advantages

Disadvantages

Integration under
Financial Market
Regulation

- Increase in
transparency and
oversight.
- Compatibility with
regulation of carbon
derivatives trading

- Applying financial
regulations to spot
trading might impose high
burdens to participants
- Financial market
regulations are not
designed for spot trading

Ad-hoc regulation

- Rules tailored to the
specificities of carbon
trading

- Regulatory complexity
- Risk of rules´ overlap

Integration under Energy
Markets Regulation

- Consistency between
energy markets and the
emission allowance
markets

- Not all participants in
carbon trading are
entities subject to energy
markets

October 26, 2015

Decision tree on regulation of emission
trading

October 26, 2015
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5.

October 26, 2015

Voluntary market regulation
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Voluntary Carbon Market: Background
Ø In most countries voluntary market volumes are
comparatively small (Turkey exceptional in this sense)

Ø Voluntary transactions are almost exclusively spot
transactions and are typically not standardized

October 26, 2015
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Voluntary Carbon Market: Experiences
in other jurisdictions (1)
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Jurisdiction

Regulation of Voluntary Carbon Market

EU

Voluntary market explicitly excluded from regulation

China

Subject to specific regulation

Brazil

No distinction made between voluntary and
compliance credits

California/ US

Non-binding guidelines on sale of voluntary credits

October 26, 2015

Voluntary Carbon Market: Experiences
in other jurisdictions (2)
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Ø Little substantial regulation of voluntary markets to-date
Ø Some countries have introduced guidelines to ensure
the quality of voluntary credits
Ø China exceptional in comprehensive regulation of
voluntary markets
Ø Some countries have specifically chosen not to regulate
voluntary credits, while in others non-regulation appears to
be a result of lack of attention

October 26, 2015

Voluntary Carbon Market: Options for
Turkey
1. Apply regulations or guidance to both voluntary markets
and any future compliance markets,
-

Make relevant distinctions and exceptions in cases where rules are
not suited to the specificities of the voluntary market.

2. Adopt separate rules or guidance for compliance and
voluntary markets.
3. Only adopt rules and guidance for compliance markets,
ØVoluntary markets remain unregulated

October 26, 2015
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Voluntary Carbon Market:
Considerations
1. More prominent role of voluntary markets in Turkey than other
countries
- Does this warrant regulation?
2. Smaller trading volumes and limited derivate or spot trading,
- Would this make classifying emission allowances as energy
contracts or financial instruments difficult?
3. Would regulation create disproportionate burdens for market
participants
- What measures could be taken to reduce this burden (e.g.
exemptions)?
4. Quality and environmental integrity of credits sold to end users?
- Adopt rules to regulate this?

October 26, 2015
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Questions: please contact us
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European Bank for Reconstruction and Development:
• Jan-Willem van de Ven, Senior Manager, Energy Efficiency & Climate
Change – London (vandevej@ebrd.com)
•

Adonai Herrera-Martínez, Senior Manager, Energy Efficiency &
Climate Change - Istanbul (martinea@ebrd.com)

Project team:
• Egbert Liese – project manager (e.liese@climatefocus.com)
•

Baran Gen – Local Counsel (bgen@gentemizerozer.com)

•

Gediz Kaya – domestic policy expert (gkaya@gaiacf.com)
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